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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Sulaiman S.M.Y. Addonia is British, born in Eritrea to an Eritrean
mother and an Ethiopian father. He spent his early life in a
refugee camp in Sudan following the Om Hajar massacre in 1976,
and in his early teens he lived and studied in Jeddah, Saudi
Arabia. After learning English he came to London and earned an
MA in Development Studies from SOAS. His first novel, THE
CONSEQUENCES OF LOVE (‘A dark and evocative testament to
desire in an inhumane state’ — Independent), was shortlisted for
the Commonwealth Writers’ Prize and has been translated into
more than 20 languages. He has written for BBC Radio 4 and The
New York Times, among other publications. He currently lives in
Brussels with his wife and children.

ALSO AVAILABLE
THE CONSEQUENCES OF LOVE

Agent Isobel Dixon

Previously published by
UK Chatto | US+Can Random
Croatia Naklada Ljevak |
Denmark Politikens Forlag |
Germany Hoffman Und
Campe Verlag | Holland JM
Meulenhoff |Israel Kinneret-
Zmora | Italy Sperling &
Kupfer |Poland Proszynski |
Romania RAO | Russia
Arabesque | Serbia Stylos Art
|Spain Espase Calpe |
Thailand Sanskrit Co

Partial ms available. Ms due
early 2017.

Sulaiman Addonia
SABA

A searing novel of immigration and the powerful bonds
forged in the harsh crucible of refugee camp life

Saba, the novel’s heroine, arrives in an African refugee camp as a
young girl, gutted to have had to abandon her books as her family
fled their home. In this crowded and often hostile place, she has
to carve out her new existence, always protecting her mute
brother Hagos.

SABA is an exquisitely rendered portrait of a woman of courage
and intelligence coping with judgement and sacrifice. With the
power of an insider’s view of the textures of life in a refugee
camp, it is a compelling story of exile and survival. Feeling both
epic and intimate in its sweep and detail, it bears vivid testimony
to the power of imagination and illusion and ‘the infinite reach of
human minds to reinvent themselves’ when the world about you
is both bleak and claustrophobic. In his brilliant second novel,
Sulaiman Addonia incisively dissects society’s ability to wage war
on its own women and explores the stories we must tell and
absorb to survive.

Literary

mailto:juliet@blakefriedmann.co.uk
mailto:carole@blakefriedmann.co.uk
mailto:julian@blakefriedmann.co.uk
mailto:isobel@blakefriedmann.co.uk
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Sally Andrew divides her time between the Cape Town coast and a
nature reserve near Ladismith in the Klein Karoo, South Africa,
which she shares with her artist partner, a giant eland and a
secretive leopard.

A second delicious course in charming new mystery series. In
Tannie Maria’s first outing, her new role as agony aunt for a local
newspaper led to the solving of a murder — as well as a romance
with chestnut-moustachioed Detective Lieutenant Henk
Kannemeyer. With some mouthwatering recipes shared with
readers along the way…

Now, before Tannie Maria even has time to take her Venus Choco-
late Cake out of the oven, our heroine finds herself  embroiled in
another mystery. A local activist’s life is under threat and Tannie
Maria is determined to find out who wants to kill him. But Henk is
anxious to keep his beloved out of danger, and she's pretty sure he's
hiding something from her. Will their new love survive? Will Tannie
Maria be able to escape the shadows cast by her late husband’s
abuse and trust Henk completely? And, when a killer strikes in her
therapy group, is this a mystery she can solve?

Warm, funny, poignant: Sally Andrew’s irresistible heroine brings
mystery, romance and amazing food together in the most
entertaining new series in years - with delicious recipes to try!

A delectable mystery series continues to win hearts…

#1 RECIPES FOR LOVE & MURDER was a Kirkus Best Book of 2015; a
Wall Street Journal Best Mystery Book 2015; The Bookseller Fiction
Editor’s Choice 2015; Good Housekeeping Book of the Month 2015,
Oprah’s Bookclub ‘16 Books for 2016’; longlisted for Barry Ronge
Sunday Times Fiction prize 2016

‘Vivid, amusing and immensely enjoyable read about detection
(and cooking)… A triumph.’ — Alexander McCall Smith

‘Delightful, tender and funny ...The recipes will make you want to
drop everything and start cooking.’ — Kirkus Starred Review

'A culinary and linguistic treat… with a pleasing bite.' — Cathy
Rentzenbrink, The Bookseller Editor's Choice

Agent Isobel Dixon

UKexCan Canongate 2016
UK Audio WF Howes 2017
ANZ Text 2016
SA Umuzi 2016
US Ecco Press 2017
Canada HarperCollins 2017

France Flammarion | Germany
Atrium | Turkey Ruhun Gidasi

Option Publishers
Bulgary Sluntse | Catalan Ara
Libres | China Shanghai 99 |
Estonia Varrak | Holland
Orlando | Israel Kinneret |
Italy Guanda Poland Otwarte |
Spain Grijalbo | Sweden
Norstedts | Sweden Audio
Storytel

Markets available
Brazil, Czech, Denmark,
Norway, Russia and more

320 pages

Sally Andrew
THE SATANIC MECHANIC

Crime

A Tannie Maria Mystery #2
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Agent Juliet Pickering

UK+Can Picador Feb 2017

Previously published by
US Grove Atlantic | Catalan
Grup 62 | China Wisdom &
Knowledge | Holland De Bezige
Bij | Finland Otava France Plon
| Germany Berlin Greece Livani
| Iceland Forlagid Italy Rizzoli |
Japan Hayakawa Norway J W
Cappelens | Poland Rebis |
Russia Tarna | Serbia Semizdat
B92 | Spain Seix Barral |
Sweden Bokforlaget Forum AB |
Turkey Espilon | US Grove
Atlantic

296 pages

Trezza Azzopardi
THE HIDING PLACE

Literary

Shortlisted for Man Booker Prize, republished 2017 as a
Picador Classic; a British Elena Ferrante

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Trezza Azzopardi was born and grew up in Cardiff. She has an MA
in Film Studies from The University of Derby, and in Creative
Writing from the University of East Anglia, where she now
teaches. Trezza has written four novels: her first, THE HIDING
PLACE, won the 2001 Geoffrey Faber Memorial Prize and was
shortlisted for the Booker Prize; REMEMBER ME (2004) and
WINTERTON BLUE (2007), were both listed for the Wales Book of
the Year. Her latest novel, THE SONG HOUSE, was serialised on
BBC Radio 4. Her novella, THE TIP OF MY TONGUE, was published
in 2013.

She also writes short stories, which have been widely
anthologised, essays, and occasional pieces for radio. Her work
has been translated into twenty languages.

My father would have flipped a coin and watched his fate come
twirling down to earth.

In 1960s Tiger Bay, Dolores is growing up as the last and least
wanted of six daughters. This is the Gauci family: living in a world
of gaming rooms and cafes, of crumbling houses and burning
secrets. Theirs is a place of glamour, filled equally by fear and
love, music and silence.

Thirty years later, when the sisters are reunited, it is time for
consolation. Amongst the memories old secrets emerge, until
Dolores is forced to confront the truth behind the terrifying events
in her past.

THE HIDING PLACE is a deeply moving and intensely lyrical novel
about love and betrayal.

‘Dark and stifling images abound in this powerful first novel…
Azzopardi is an assured magician when it comes to tricks to keep
the reader turning the pages… An astonishingly accomplished
book.’ — The Independent
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Agent Tom Witcomb

On UK submission

Option Publishers
Italy Mondadori | Japan
Shogakukan

147,000 words

Tim Baker
CITY WITHOUT STARS
Crime

Epic, honest, unforgettable: a mesmerising thriller on the
War on Drugs

‘The natural successor to such hallowed crime writers as
Raymond Chandler and James Ellroy’ — Stylist Magazine

May 2000: billions are about to be lost on the stock exchange – and
billions more made smuggling drugs into the USA. For residents of
Ciudad Real, the situation is desperate. A deadly cartel war is
erupting, despairing labour activists are about to take social justice
into their own hands, hundreds of women are disappearing without
trace, and a priest hovers on the frontier between damnation and
sainthood.

Across a short-fuse, multi-stranded narrative of five bloody days,
Baker masterfully manoeuvres different voices and perspectives as
the action cascades towards its conclusion. The gruelling scenes are
inspired by actual historical events, simply because in el mondo
narco anything and everything can happen.

The most despairing acts are counterpoised with a rich humanity,
dark swathes of humour and an unstinting faith in the redemptive
power of human courage and decency. Its blistering pace, morally
ambiguous characters and vast story architecture will appeal to
audiences that made Breaking Bad, Narcos and Gomorrah
international sensations, as well as to fans of richly-imagined epic
fiction such as THE POWER OF THE DOG and BLOOD MERIDIAN.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Born in Sydney, Australia, Tim Baker moved around Europe before
settling in Paris, where he wrote about jazz. He was the director of
consular operations at the Australian embassy in France, liasing
with international police, judicial and intelligence authorities on
numerous cases involving murder, kidnap, child abduction,
hostage-taking, terrorism, suicide, assault, and disappearances.

ALSO AVAILABLE: FEVER CITY (contact Faber for translation rights)
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Agent Isobel Dixon

On UK Submission

101,000 words

Eleanor Bird
THE NIGHT HERON

Literary

Haunting novel of grief and discovery, suffused with the
beauty of nature

The year is 2003 and Lucas is sorting out his late father’s remote
East Anglian cottage after the funeral — seeking order, the will
and some sense of closure and clarity about their relationship.
Daniel was an acclaimed novelist, but a distant, changeable man,
and Lucas, now a commercial writer, has always craved yet
struggled to gain his attention. Now he is plagued by the idea that
his girlfriend Stella aided Daniel’s death, but tries to focus on
reclaiming the marshland of his childhood. He thinks back to the
pivotal summer he spent there in 1972, when he was twelve and
realised his parents’ marriage was crumbling. It was also the
summer he found an ancient sword in the marshes and first met
mercurial local teenager Sam Fisk, whose fisherman father was
lost at sea in a storm.

It is the adult Lucas, however, who must come of age. Given his
fragile bond with Daniel, Lucas is surprised by powerful grief and
wanders the marsh at night, his increasing self-absorption
alienating both his mother and Stella. And then there is the
brooding presence of Sam Fisk, an angry man spoiling for a fight.
The past lives with us, Lucas finds, as he confronts surprising
truths and find new depths in himself.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Eleanor Bird lives in the rural Welsh Borders. She studied history
at Oxford University and then took a postgraduate diploma in the
history of art. She has worked for the National Trust, and as a
freelance writer and copy editor. She also teaches community
classes in art history. THE NIGHT HERON is her debut novel and
she is working on her second.
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Agent Isobel Dixon

SA Penguin 2016
Afrikaans Human & Rousseau
Germany Luebbe 2017
(at auction)

Option Publishers
France Le Seuil

English edition
360 pages

Karin Brynard
OUR FATHERS
Crime

The background: WEEPING WATERS
M-Net Literature Award, Film Category 2010 | Longlisted for the
Sunday Times Fiction Prize 2015 | UJ Debut Prize 2009
‘A gripping read — taut,  tense, mesmerising’ — Business Day
Inspector Albertus Beeslaar has abandoned tough city policing and a
broken relationship in Johannesburg for a backwater post on the edge
of the Kalahari Desert, where he battles to train and connect with
rookie cops Ghaap and Pyl. But when a beautiful artist and her child
are viciously murdered on a nearby farm, Beeslaar is plunged into the
intrigue and racial tensions of the community and finds that violence
knows no geographical or ethnic boundaries — and that he has a lot
to learn from his young colleagues’ local knowledge…
The Afrikaans edition of WEEPING WATERS has sold more than 35,000
copies.

OUR FATHERS
Beeslaar’s holiday to Stellenbosch to visit a retired mentor goes awry
when his friend dies — and he is reluctantly drawn into the
investigation of another more brutal death. A formidable woman,
Captain Vuyokazi Quebeka, leads the investigation into the murder
of a millionaire property developer’s wife, in what seems to be a
botched burglary... As this picturesque town begins to reveal its dark
underbelly, far to the north, Sergeant Ghaap finds himself thrown in
the deep end in Soweto, when a pregnant woman and her toddler are
abducted. He races to find her and in the process must confront The
Fatha — a man capable of such indescribable evil that most people
consider him to be nothing but an urban legend.

To come: TUISLAND (THE HOMELAND) — ‘indisputably one of the
books of the year’ (Beeld). The Afrikaans edition shot to the top of
the bestseller lists earlier this year and is still in the Top 20 in all
languages. English  translation available 2017.

Second title in the bestselling series featuring Inspector
Albertus Beeslaar — a Wallander for South Africa

‘Brynard is one of South Africa’s master thriller writers’ — Litnet

‘If you like your crime gritty, with characters that step off the page,
and a story that’s detailed and intricate and textured, you won’t be
disappointed. It’s tense and exciting and resonates long after you’ve
finished reading’ — YOU

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Karin Brynard was an experienced political correspondent who
earned her stripes in the burning streets of Soweto during the
Freedom Struggle of the eighties, before turning to writing bestselling
crime thrillers.
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‘Carey, at every step, raises the stakes’ — Jeff Vandermeer

‘A brilliant love child of the kingdom of letters.’ — Immédiatement

‘One of the strangest writers we are privileged to have. There are
echoes in his work of other great idiosyncratics from Angela
Carter to Russell Hoban, but he supersedes even them in the
downright oddity of his mind.’ — Observer

In an extraordinary phantasmagorical tour de force, Edward
Carey tracks the life of Marie Grosholtz, the tiny Swiss girl who
went to Revolutionary Paris and eventually became the famous
Madame Tussaud. LITTLE features travels across three countries,
lost children, lost parents, ghosts of monkeys, tailor’s dummies,
wooden dolls, one king, two princesses, seven doctors, the man
who walked all over Paris, a host of waxworks …and more.

Macabre, fantastical, funny, and beautifully melancholy, Edward
Carey’s new adult literary novel, his first in thirteen years, will
win new fans for his work, as well as delighting the adults who
loved the Iremonger trilogy. Eleanor Catton described HEAP
HOUSE as ‘delightful, eccentric, heartfelt, surprising,
philosophical’, a description that is apt for LITTLE too.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Novelist, artist, playwright. His debut OBSERVATORY MANSIONS
(with his illustrations) sold in 15 languages and was described by
John Fowles as ‘proving the potential brilliance of the novel form’.
Born in England, he teaches at the University of Austin, Texas.

ALSO AVAILABLE
THE IREMONGER TRILOGY: HEAP HOUSE, FOULSHAM, LUNGDON
(see YA), OBSERVATORY MANSIONS, ALVA AND IRVA
Edward has also just completed a short work of non-fiction, INTO
THE DARK HOUSE, a mischievous, moving and subversive
illustrated creative how-to manual, his ‘handbook for visionary
writers’. Elisabetta Sgarbi of La Nave di Teseo will publish in 2017.

A tour de force on art and revolution, love and memory

Agent Isobel Dixon

Italy La Nave di Teseo

Option publishers
US Overlook
and others

117,000 words

Edward CareyLITTLE
Literary
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
A natural storyteller who researches from primary sources. An active
member of Regia Anglorum, the early medieval re-enactment society,
she was commissioned to write a novel to tie in to the film FIRST
KNIGHT starring Sean Connery and Richard Gere (World: Newmarket
Press, NY; sold to 9 languages). A member of the Royal Historical
Society, her research is respected by scholars.

Over 1 million copies of her work sold internationally. She regularly
features in the UK bestseller lists and is a New York Times bestselling
author. Her first novel has been in print continuously for 26 years.
Now writing TEMPLAR SILKS for Little Brown UK, featuring William
Marshal of THE GREATEST KNIGHT and THE SCARLET LION. Ms due
early 2017.

England, 1176. French Eleanor of Aquitaine, imprisoned by her
English husband King Henry II, is only freed from imprisonment  by
his death. Now dowager Queen of England and in her 70s, she needs
every ounce of courage to keep the peace between her warring sons
and to find places in centres of power for her daughters.  She rides
across snowy Alps in winter to bring back a bride, and travels
Europe to ransom a beloved son.  A powerful final novel to complete
the Eleanor of Aquitaine trilogy.

Completes the incredible Eleanor of Aquitaine trilogy

Winner: RNA’s Historical Novel of the Year Award 2011; Betty Trask
Award 1990; WordWeaving Award of Excellence; Historical Novel
Society 'Ten Landmark Historical Novels of the Last Decade'
(SCARLET LION); Romance Reviews Today's Best Historical Fiction
Book of the Year (2004) (THE FALCONS OF MONTABARD)
Shortlisted: Romantic Novel of the Year Award 1998, 2002, 2003,
2004; Romantic Times Best Historical Fiction (2004). New York
Times Bestseller.

‘The best writer of medieval fiction currently around.’ — Historical
Novel Review

Agent Carole Blake

UK+Can Sphere 2016
UK+Can audio Sphere
US Sourcebooks 2016

Czech Euromedia
Germany Blanvalet
Latvia Kontinent

Option Publishers
Bulgaria Kalpazanov
Poland Proszynscky
Portugal TopSeller
Russia Azbooka-Atticus

Elizabeth Chadwick has been
translated into 18 languages,
and her William Marshal
novels have been optioned for
television by Avino
Productions

Elizabeth Chadwick
THE AUTUMN THRONE

Historical

ALSO AVAILABLE
THE SUMMER QUEEN, THE WINTER CROWN, LADY OF THE ENGLISH,
and 21 other historical novels.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Historian and novelist whose first novel (LADY OF HAY, continuously
in print for 30 years) catapulted her to international success, selling
millions around the world. Now writing two more novels for
HarperCollins UK.

ALSO AVAILABLE
THE DARKEST HOUR, RIVER OF DESTINY, TIME’S LEGACY and 11 other
bestselling novels.

Two women. Centuries apart. Linked by a place haunted by its history.

Hay-On-Wye, 1400. War is brewing on the Welsh/English borders. For
two centuries, Wales has been under the English yoke, its people
dreaming of independence. Finally it looks as though the charismatic
Owain Glyndwr may be the man to bring them victory.

Nestled on the border lies Sleeper’s Castle, home to Catrin, an
intelligent young woman with gifts her soothsayer father Dafydd is
determined to suppress. Called upon to foretell Wales’s destiny,
Catrin is caught in the middle of a dangerous political game. All she
can see is blood and war coming closer.

Hay, present day. Miranda has moved to Sleeper’s Castle to escape
and grieve. Slowly, she feels herself coming to life in the solitude of
the mountains. But every time she closes her eyes her dreams
become more vivid, and she’s drawn into a time where neighbour is
set against neighbour, father against son.   As her dreams turn to
nightmares, Miranda and Catrin make a connection. Catrin is
reaching out… and only Miranda can help.

When your home is alive with history it can be a dangerous place
to live. It’s time for Sleeper’s Castle to remember the past. And
time is running out…

Sunday Times hardback bestseller, from author of LADY
OF HAY

Agent Carole Blake

WEL HarperCollins 2016
WEL audio HarperCollins 2016

Czech Brana
Germany Weltbild

Option publishers
Estonia Varrak
Hungary Alexandra

Barbara Erskine has been
translated into 24 languages

534 pages

Barbara Erskine
SLEEPER’S CASTLE

Historical
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Tracey Farren lives in Cape Town with her four dogs, a surfer partner
and three children. She has a degree in psychology and worked as a
freelance journalist and scriptwriter before turning to fiction. She is
completing her third novel, THE RIG, a speculative psychological
thriller set in the middle of the ocean off the coast of Africa.

Shortlisted: Sunday Times Fiction Prize 2009
Winner: White Ribbon Award from Women Demand Dignity in 2008

TESS premiered in India at the BRICS Festival and will premier in
Europe at the Brussels Film Festival 2016.

‘Dig its nails into you from the word go: raw, tender, and laugh-out-
loud funny — a kick-arse gem of a book. Told with startling poetry in
the grittiest of emotional landscapes, it puts Farren on the map as a
wordsmith of astonishing talent.’ — Joanne Fedler

A powerfully-voiced novel in the vein of Lisa McInerney’s THE
GLORIOUS HERESIES or FISHNET by Kirstin Innes.

TESS, the film version of Tracey Farren’s debut novel WHIPLASH (with
a screenplay by Tracey herself) has won major film awards: and
Modjaji will be re-issuing WHIPLASH in a South African film tie-in
edition as TESS in February 2017. Farren’s powerful debut is the
gut-wrenching story of a Muizenberg sex worker, Tess, who pops
painkillers by the handful and sells her body to strangers. When a
condom breaks, Tess gives up her drugs until she can get to an
abortion clinic. Going cold turkey drives her into a shattering
understanding of how she got to where she is now, but her quirky
humour, raw honesty and deep love of beauty lead her to find
redemption in astonishing places. This is a book with a huge heart,
like Tess, revealing that there is something in every human being that
cannot be sullied by human hands.

Tracey has an extraordinary gift for characters’ authentic voices: her
second novel, SNAKE (Modjaji Books), is told from the point of view
of feisty twelve-year-old Stella, the tenacious and imaginative child
of a disenfranchised family living on a Cape farm.  Tracey has also
adapted it for the screen, and it will be developed into a film in the
near future.

Fierce and unforgettable — a sex-worker’s searing yet
redemptive story

Agent Isobel Dixon

SA Modjaji Books 2008 (WHIP-
LASH)
SA Modjaji Books Film Tie-in
Edition  (TESS)

Film rights Boondoggle Films

Durban International Film
Festival: Best South African
Feature (Director, Meg
Rickards), Best Actress
(Christia Visser) and Best
Editing (Linda Man)

Silwerskermfees (Silver Screen
Festival): Best Actress (Christia
Visser), Best Editing (Linda
Man) and Best Cinematography
(Bert Haitsma)

320 pages

Tracey FarrenTESS
Literary
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THE RETURNING TIDE
Contemporary

Liz Fenwick

Agent Carole Blake

UKexCan Orion 2017

Option Publishers
Czech Brana | Denmark
Bazar | Estonia Varrak
France Editions City
Germany Goldmann | Holland
De Boekerij | Portugal Quinta
Essencia | Serbia Laguna
Sweden Norstedts | Turkey
Pegasus

Markets available
Brazil, Italy, Spain and more

Ms available shortly

116,000 words

New novel from an author who has been Orion’s fastest-
selling debut

In the late 1940s, as Cornwall prepares for potential invasion, two
sisters, Amelia and Adele, find the influx of American GIs a
welcome distraction from the grim realities of life. But on a heady
night of celebration, a betrayal is committed that will divide the
sisters for ever, and echo across generations.

In contemporary Cornwall, as her marriage falls apart and her
career stalls, Lara decides to head back to Windward, the
rambling house on the cliffs she's only ever seen in old family
photographs. On arrival, she's thrown into the midst of a wedding;
but it's a union which appears cursed to fail, according to the best
man.

Can this family house really be haunted by its past?

Orion will publish in March 2017 supported by a huge outdoor
marketing campaign.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Born in Massachusetts, Liz has lived in many cities around the
world, but visits her Cornish house as often as possible. Now
writing another novel for Orion.

ALSO AVAILABLE
A CORNISH STRANGER, A CORNISH AFFAIR, THE CORNISH HOUSE,
UNDER A CORNISH SKY
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Crime

STRANGERS Paul Finch
A top 20 Sunday Times bestseller and first in a brand new
series from author of the HECK series

‘Wonderfully dark and peppered with grim humour. Finch is a born
storyteller and writes with the authentic voice of the ex-copper he
is.’ — Peter James

Dark, gritty and always edge-of-your-seat: the #1 bestseller is back
with a standout new heroine…

Unknown, alone, and fearing for your life. As PC Lucy Clayburn is
about to find out, going undercover is the most dangerous work
there is. But, on the trail of a prolific female serial killer, there's no
other option — and these murders are as brutal as they come.

Lucy must step into the line of fire — a stranger in a criminal
underworld that butchers anyone who crosses the line. And,
unknown to Lucy, she's already treading it…

Always gripping. Always gruesome. Paul Finch will leave fans of
Rachel Abbott and MJ Arlidge gasping for more.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
A former cop and journalist, Paul’s HECK series has sold over
500,000 copies worldwide. STALKERS was released in February 2013
to great commercial and critical acclaim, SACRIFICE in July 2013 —
the most pre-ordered book in Harper Collins history.

ALSO AVAILABLE
DEAD MAN WALKING, THE KILLING CLUB, SACRIFICE, STALKERS

Agent Julian Friedmann

WEL Avon 2016
WEL audio HarperCollins

Germany Piper
Germany audio Horbuch

Option Publishers
Croatia Znanje | Czech
Domino| Japan Hayakawa
Poland Albatros | Turkey
Pegasus

425 pages
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Commercial

THE LAST DAYS OF LEDA GREY
Essie Fox

A blazing summer, smouldering secrets, and a mysterious
past brought to light in a silent screen beauty’s last days

Compared to Sarah Waters by both The Times and The Guardian,
Essie Fox returns with this haunting novel — her first set in the
20th Century, delving back into a mystery from the silent screen
era.

During the oppressive heat wave of 1976 a young journalist, Ed
Peters, finds an Edwardian photograph in a junk shop in the Lanes
of an English seaside town. It shows an alluring, dark-haired girl,
an actress whose name was Leda Grey. Leda is still alive, in a
decaying cliff-top house once shared with her lover and muse
called Charles Beauvois, a director of early silent film.

But, while playing a cursed Egyptian queen, the fantasies captured
on celluloid were echoed in reality, leaving Leda abandoned and
alone for more than half a century — until the secrets of her past
result in a climax more haunting than any to be found in the silent
films of Charles Beauvois.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Divides her time between Windsor and London. Her debut THE
SOMNAMBULIST was selected for the Channel 4 Book Club,
shortlisted for New Writer of the Year in the 2012 National Book
Awards, and is optioned for film. She writes the internationally
popular blogs The Virtual Victorian and Eclectic Edwardian.

ALSO AVAILABLE
THE GODDESS AND THE THIEF, ELIJAH’S MERMAID, THE
SOMNAMBULIST

Agent Isobel Dixon

UKexCan Orion Nov 2016

94,000 words

‘Macabre, transporting, thick with atmosphere and allusion.’ —
Morgan McCarthy, author of THE HOUSE OF BIRDS

‘I was up at six this morning to relish it in the peace of my still
sleeping household. It has taken me to new worlds, is riven with
suspense, has made my imagination wander, and my fingers itch
to turn the last page.’ — Jojo Moyes on THE SOMNAMBULIST

‘Fox's vivid, sensual prose is as seductive as a siren's song, drawing
you into a shadowy world of obsession and guilt.’ — Heat
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Book Club

SHELTER Sarah Franklin
A sparkling debut with an irresistible, irrepressible voice

It’s 1944, and Connie Grainger runs to the Forest of Dean to work as
a lumberjill after her family home is blitzed and she must survive
alone, hiding a huge secret. She meets Italian P.O.W., Seppe, and
Amos, who has never left the forest but is mourning his son who has.
These three compelling characters weave a special bond in
extraordinary and testing circumstances and create a new family for
Connie, but when her secret is revealed she must make the
heartbreaking decision whether to stay or run - and who to leave
behind.

With echoes of Louisa Young’s MY DEAR I WANTED TO TELL YOU and
Sadie Jones’s THE OUTCAST, SHELTER is a unique and engrossing
love story, and a moving tale of transformed lives in difficult times.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Sarah Franklin has written for The Guardian, Psychologies, The
Pool, Sunday Express and the Seattle Times. Her creative non-
fiction has been published in anthologies in the US and appeared on
radio affiliates there. Sarah is founder and host of popular Oxford
literary night Short Stories Aloud, and a Senior Lecturer at the
Oxford International Centre for Publishing Studies. Sarah won an
Arvon/Jerwood mentorship to work on this debut novel.

Bought at auction with huge energy and enthusiasm, we’re very
excited about the support Sarah Franklin will have from fellow
authors and press.

Agent Juliet Pickering

UK+Can Bonnier Zaffre June
2017
UK audio Isis 2017

85,000 words
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MASTER OF WAR SERIES
Historical

David Gilman

Agent Isobel Dixon

UKexCan Head of Zeus Feb 2017

Brazil Figurati
Germany Rowohlt

Option Publishers
Czech Brana | Hungary IPC
Spain Edhasa | UK audio WF
Howes

448 pages

The MASTER OF WAR series has sold over 120,000 copies

‘Move over Bernard  Cornwell!  Historical fiction at its best.’
— Historical Novel Society

This gripping series follows English stonemason-turned archer
Thomas Blackstone through love and bloody battle, from humble
beginnings to knighthood and the life of a man-at-arms — a man
who also treasures his wife and family, the bonds of friendship and
soldiers’ camaraderie.

1346: In MASTER OF WAR Thomas Blackstone and his mute brother
are sent to fight with King Edward III’s army in France. He meets
Christiana, a young woman protected by a noble Norman family
and after a knighthood for saving the life of the Prince of Wales,
he remains in France, where his love for Christiana blossoms as his
wounds heal.

In DEFIANT UNTO DEATH Sir Thomas Blackstone takes up his ‘Wolf
Sword’ again as he is forced to abandon his family – with tragic
consequences – and stand with his men at Poitiers. And he must
confront the dark force known as the Savage Priest who will do all
in his power to hurt those Blackstone loves – though it is
Blackstone’s own dark secret which will destroy his life from
within….

In GATE OF THE DEAD Blackstone has built a formidable
reputation in exile, fighting as a mercenary amid the ceaseless
warring of Italy's City States. When a dying man delivers a message
recalling Blackstone to England, it could be a trap, yet Blackstone
cannot decline – the summons is from the Queen. Blackstone will
brave the terrors of the High Alps in winter, face the Black Prince
in Tournament in Windsor, confront the bloody anarchy of a revolt
in northern France and submit to trial by combat with a man he
knows could kill him. And every step of the way, he will be
shadowed by a notorious assassin instructed to inflict the
maximum pain on his target before he despatches him to hell.

Head of Zeus publish VIPER’S BLOOD in hardback in January
2017. Ms available.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Award-winning screenwriter, who has written for successful
series like A TOUCH OF FROST. He also writes youth fiction.
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THE LAST HORSEMAN
Historical

David Gilman

Agent Isobel Dixon

UKexCan Head of Zeus 2016

Option Publishers
Brazil Figurati | Czech
Brana| Hungary IPC | Spain
Edhasa | UK audio WF
Howes

480 pages

A father’s epic quest to save his son from brutal war — a
stunning standalone from this superb storyteller

'Gritty, compelling – an exciting yet moving tale of love, war and
Africa.' — Tony Park

‘What Gilman does superlatively is heart-pounding action.’
— Amanda Craig, The Times

‘Gripping and full of action, but is also smart and subtle about
questions of loyalty and guilt in a war with few good guys.’ — The
Times

Dublin 1899. Lawyer Joseph Radcliffe and his black American
comrade Benjamin Pierce were 'Buffalo Soldiers' in the Civil War
and the Indian Wars; now Radcliffe defends the toughest cases in a
troubled city. But a far-off war is raging, the battle between the
British and the Boers in South Africa, and, after an argument with
his father, Joseph's son Edward runs away to join the Irish forces
there.

When Edward is captured and held as a spy, Radcliffe and Pierce
— a black man in a white man's war – set off to find the young man
and bring him back to Ireland. In the harsh South African terrain,
the two old soldiers find their survival skills tested to the hilt in this
epic tale of heroism and treachery, love and loyalty.

David Gilman delivers another page-turner, in a fresh historical
period — once again thrilling with his breathtaking battle scenes,
(drawing on his own first-hand experience of soldiering), while also
telling a moving story of paternal, comradely and romantic love.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
David Gilman has had many careers, including firefighter,
paratrooper and photographer, before turning to writing full time.
He is the author of both adult and youth fiction, and as an award-
winning scriptwriter has written for successful long-running series
like A TOUCH OF FROST.
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ROOTED IN EVIL
Crime

Ann Granger

Agent Carole Blake

UK+Can Headline June 2017
UK audio Headline

Option publishers
Czech Motto | Estonia
Varrak | Germany Luebbe
Russia Centrepolygraph
Turkey Minval

Ann Granger has been
translated into 8 languages

Ms available Summer 2017

TV rights optioned in the
Mitchell and Markby series to
Chrysalis.

New Cotswold-based crime novel in the Campbell and
Carter series

'Classic tale… a good feel for understated humour, a nice ear for
dialogue.' — The Times

‘Ann Granger has brought the traditional English village
crime-story up to date, in setting, sophistication and every other
aspect of fiction writing… sheer, unadulterated bliss.’
— Birmingham Post

‘Anyone who enjoys crime stories featuring credible characters in
action in a recognizable real world… will lap up the work of Ann
Granger.’ — Oxford Mail

Rooted in Evil is set in the Cotswold village of Weston Saint
Ambrose and features Inspector Jess Campbell and
Superintendent Ian Carter in their fifth murder mystery.

Carl Finch is a desperate man. Cut out of his stepfather's will, he
is heavily in debt and unless he can persuade his stepsister Hattie
to bail him out, he'll be in even more trouble. Hattie's husband
Guy has never liked Carl and wants his wife's inheritance for his
own use, so Hattie agrees to meet Carl in secret to discuss his
predicament. Little does she realise that when she arrives at their
meeting point in Crooked Man Wood she'll find Carl's dead body...

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Entering the top 5 of German bestseller list with almost every
novel, she has also contributed to several short story volumes,
licensed internationally. Headline have published 31 of her crime
novels. More than 6 million books in print in English and German.
TV rights sold in the Mitchell and Markby Cotswolds series. Her
first novel has been continuously in print for 26 years.

ALSO AVAILABLE
MITCHELL & MARKBY series (First Cotswolds series): 15 titles
CAMPBELL & CARTER series: MUD, MUCK AND DEAD THINGS,
RACK, RUIN AND MURDER, BRICKS AND MORTALITY, DEAD IN THE
WATER

LIZZY MARTIN series (Victorian Crime): A RARE INTEREST IN
CORPSES, A MORTAL CURIOSITY, A BETTER QUALITY OF MURDER,
A PARTICULAR EYE FOR VILLAINY, THE TESTIMONY OF THE
HANGED MAN, THE DEAD WOMAN OF DEPTFORD

FRAN VARADY series (Contemporary London): 7 titles
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lucy Hay is a screenwriter and blogger who helps writers via her
Bang2write consultancy, which has over 10,000 twitter followers.
Her YA novel THE DECISION was published in German by Rowohlt
and is available in English along with its follow up on Amazon. She
has also written a guide to writing and selling Thriller screenplays,
published by Kamera Books in 2013.

Agent Hattie Grunewald

WEL Orenda 2018 (at auction)
WEL audio: Audible 2018 (at
auction)

73,000 words

L.V. Hay
THE OTHER TWIN
Crime

Dark and sexy crime novel set amongst the subcultures and
blogospheres of Brighton

When her estranged half-sister India dies falling onto railway tracks
just days before her twenty-fifth birthday, Poppy finds it difficult
to accept her troubled sibling has killed herself. Leaving only a
suicide ‘note’ on her blog, India’s final words are to the mysterious
“Jenny”. But Poppy’s family and her first love, Matthew, insist
there was no Jenny: depressed and lonely India was simply
addressing her online alter-ego.

As Poppy follows the leads and is plunged deeper into the digital
world, she realises Jenny is very real... and potentially has the
answers to India’s untimely death. Tracking the enigmatic and
mercurial Jenny down, Poppy becomes certain India was murdered.
Poppy finds herself embroiled in a mystery that puts a question
mark over the heads of everyone she knows, even her own parents
and especially Matthew.

THE OTHER TWIN poses questions about identity and family, and
the chaos that can occur when they are at odds. Perfect for fans of
Paula Daly and THE GIRL ON THE TRAIN, this is a classic
psychological thriller with a contemporary twist. Set among the
queer subcultures and blogospheres of Brighton, THE OTHER TWIN
is a mystery that will keep readers guessing until the final pages.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Kathryn Heyman lives in Sydney and is Conjoint Professor in
English and Writing at the University of Newcastle in Australia.
Her debut THE BREAKING was shortlisted for the Stakis Award for
Scottish Writer of the Year and longlisted for the Orange Prize.
She has written radio plays for the BBC and her novels KEEP YOUR
HANDS ON THE WHEEL and CAPTAIN STARLIGHT’S APPRENTICE
have been adapted for radio. She is fiction program director for
the Faber Academy in Australia and mentors UK writers on the
Gold Dust programme. She is currently writing an inspirational
non-fiction book, THE QUEST.

Agent Isobel Dixon

ANZ Allen & Unwin Feb 2017

81,000 words

Kathryn Heyman
STORM AND GRACE

Literary

A risky sport, a deadly relationship, a breathtaking novel

‘Thrilling, sensual and unsparing.’ — James Bradley, author of
RESURRECTIONISTS

World-famous free-diver Storm Hisray hits Grace Cain like a bolt
from the blue. Smitten, she abandons her city life and follows him
to his idyllic Pacific island. There he teaches Grace the ways of
the deep, and she learns to sink to unimaginable depths on one
single breath. As their world narrows to just the two of them, she
learns, too, the dazzling pleasures of her body — but Storm hides
as many secrets as the ocean itself.

Storm trains Grace to be his new star, and life is blissful until
another female diver is featured on the cover of Sports Weekly as
'The Mermaid of the Deep'. Storm starts pushing Grace further and
further beyond her limits — both in and out of the water. As her
resistance grows, Storm's temper takes a frightening turn and
Grace fears she is in deeper – and more dangerous — water than
she has ever imagined possible. With a secret of her own, Grace
prepares for one last, desperate descent. Deeper than anyone has
ever been before, this will be the death-defying moment which
will make both of their careers. But at such extremes, how far can
her defiance go?

And now, a year after Grace's record, surrounded by the world's
media, Storm prepares for the most important dive of his life.
Punctuated by a mesmerising chorus of sirens, STORM AND GRACE
explores the power and danger of obsession and control and the
dazzling thrill of the deep.
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THE TYPEWRITER’S TALE
Michiel Heyns

Engaging UK debut in the tradition of Colm Tóibín’s THE
MASTER and Paula McLain’s THE PARIS WIFE

BBC Book at  Bedtime, 2016
Shortlisted for the Commonwealth Prize, Africa Region

‘A delicious treat for Henry James aficionados, and also for those
who may never have read a word… I loved it, and was very sorry to
reach the last page.’ — Ronald Frame

Carefully researched, abundantly inventive, THE TYPEWRITER’S
TALE brings to life acclaimed writer Henry James. But unlike in
other James-themed novels, the author is not the hero of the piece
– the role of heroine is filled by the wonderful fictional character
of his typist, Frieda Wroth.

Heyns convincingly recreates the society in the town of Rye around
‘the Master’, as seen through the cool gaze of his typist, Frieda —
a woman stirred by the suffragette movement and her own
fledgling passions and ambitions. Admiring of the great author, she
nevertheless feels under-valued, as his mere ‘typewriter’. But
when the dashing Morton Fullerton comes to visit, Frieda finds
herself at the centre of an intrigue every bit as engrossing as the
novels she types every day, bringing her into conflict with the
flamboyant Edith Wharton, and compromising her loyalty to her
employer. The  urbane, long-winded Henry James, the suave, witty
Morton Fullerton and the voracious, larger-than life Edith Wharton
— caught in this puzzling triangle, Frieda tries to obey the Master’s
dictum: ‘Live all you can; it’s a mistake not to.’ But living, she
finds, exacts a price…

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Professor Emeritus of English Literature, prize-winning novelist,
translator and critic. All of his novels have been published in South
Africa by Jonathan Ball. Freight will publish LOST GROUND in 2017.

ALSO AVAILABLE
LOST GROUND (UK: Freight, 2017), A SPORTFUL MALICE, INVISIBLE
FURIES, BODIES     POLITIC, THE RELUCTANT PASSENGER, THE
CHILDREN’S DAY

Literary

Agent Isobel Dixon

WEL Freight 2016
US St Martins Feb 2017
UK radio Pier Productions
(BBC Book at Bedtime 2016)
South Africa Jonathan Ball
2006

France Philippe Rey 2012
France ppbk Point 2013

276 pages
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ALSO AVAILABLE
STAND-ALONES: THE PERFECT MURDER, PERFECT PEOPLE, THE
HOUSE ON COLD HILL, A TWIST OF THE KNIFE (short stories)

‘VINTAGE’ NOVELS: DEAD LETTER DROP, ATOM BOMB ANGEL,
BILLIONAIRE

Crime

An ugly duckling as a child, Jodie Bentley had two dreams in life —
to be beautiful and rich. Her philosophy on money is simple: you
can either earn it or marry it. Marrying is easy, it's getting rid of the
husband afterwards that's harder, that takes real skill. But hey,
practice makes perfect...

Detective Superintendent Roy Grace is feeling the pressure from his
superiors, his previous case is still giving him sleepless nights, there
have been major developments with his missing first wife Sandy,
and an old adversary is back. But worse than all of this, he now
believes a Black Widow is operating in his city. One with a
venomous mind… and venomous skills. Soon Grace comes to the
frightening realisation that he may have underestimated just how
dangerous this lady is.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Winner: Prix POLAR International (2006); Le Prix Coeur Noir
(2007); ITV3 Crime Awards ‘People’s Bestseller Dagger’ (2011); Dr.
Lector Award for Scariest Villain at Theakstons Old Peculier Crime
Festival (2015); ‘Best Crime Writer of All Time’ as voted by
readers on W.H. Smiths’ Blog. CWA Diamond Dagger 2016 for
‘Sustained Excellence’.

Author of nine #1 bestsellers.  The only author ever to stop James
Patterson achieving No 1 hardcover bestseller slot in UK in week
of publication, the first author to break 50 Shades of Grey top 3
monopoly. Commissioned to write 2 more stand-alone novels for
Macmillan and 3 more Roy Grace novels. James recently had books
in the top ten charts for hardback and paperback fiction and
non-fiction simultaneously.

‘One of the best crime writers in the business.’ — Karin Slaughter

‘Sinister and riveting… Peter James is one of the best British crime
writers, and therefore one of the best in the world.’ — Lee Child

‘This is no guts-and-gore potboiler, but a meticulous study of
police work as it’s conducted at the station houses, crime scenes,
mortuaries and forensic labs.’ — The New York Times

Peter James
LOVE YOU DEAD

Agent Carole Blake

UK+Can Macmillan 2016
UK audio Macmillan 2016

Finland Minerva
France Fleuve Noir
Israel Kor’im
Russia Centrepolygraph

Option publishers
Czech Brana | Denmark Cicero
Germany Scherz | Holland De
Fontein | Hungary General
Italy Longanesi | Sweden
Massolit | Sweden Audio
Storytel | Serbia Evro Giunti
and more

Peter James has been
translated into 36 languages

Markets available:
China, Brazil, Japan, Greece
and more

400 pages

12th Roy Grace novel from best-selling author with 16
million copies sold
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Literary

Praise for THE CHILDREN’S HOME:  ‘A one-of-a-kind literary horror
story.’ — Kirkus, Starred Review

‘A beautiful and uncanny novel by a writer who never ceases to
surprise.’ — Jenny Offill

Charles Lambert’s ‘genre-defying dream of a novel’ THE
CHILDREN’S HOME explored ideas of disfigurement and beauty, love
and power in an eerily unforgettable, gothic-tinged world and again
in THE NICHE & Other Stories he offers us human truths in narratives
that unsettle and chill — sometimes entirely realistic with a
menacing twist, at other times more rich and strange.

Centred around two haunting novellas, this collection is filled with
creepy delights for fans of Stephen King, John Ajvide Lindqvist,
Susan Hill and Daphne du Maurier. In ‘The Niche’ Lambert
powerfully recreates the claustrophobic atmosphere in a boys’
school, where bullying torques into something much more
menacing. In ‘Jack Squat’ a gay couple help wealthy foreigners to
buy Italian holiday villas — but when they realise a mysterious tower
in an olive grove offers the opportunity for deception and profit,
things begin to get seriously scary. They may have hit upon the right
victim to dupe, but it seems they have chosen the wrong house…
Read with the lights on!

Even when the reality he describes is off-kilter, Charles Lambert’s
characterisation is always deft and moving. Hannah Tinti published
his ghostly O. Henry Prize winner ‘The Scent of Cinnamon’ in One
Story and said this: ‘Charles Lambert pulls out the deepest-held
emotions of his characters – love and desire and loneliness and hope
— until they ripple across the page, and the reader feels them too.’

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Born in England, he teaches in Rome. His work is included in several
anthologies, including NEW WRITING 15  (Granta).

ALSO AVAILABLE
THE CHILDREN’S HOME, WITH A ZERO AT ITS HEART (memoir),
PRODIGAL, THE ROME TRILOGY (ANY HUMAN FACE, THE VIEW FROM
THE TOWER, THE FOLDING WORLD), THE SCENT OF CINNAMON,
LITTLE MONSTERS

Powerful stories of the literary uncanny in the tradition of
DON’T LOOK NOW, CARRIE and LORD OF THE FLIES

Agent Isobel Dixon

UKexCan Aardvark Bureau
February 2017

66,390 words

THE NICHE & Other Stories
Charles Lambert
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Literary

Orin Perth, a young war reporter, arrives in a destroyed village in
the Congo and stumbles across Christine whose son, Paul, has
been snatched by the army. Orin and Christine embark on a
journey to find Paul, following the wake of lives lost and
irreparably changed. But when Orin disappears too, Christine
finds an unlikely companion in his mother, Liz, who turns up to
discover what happened to her estranged son. Neither mother will
retrieve the son they knew and loved, but both must fight for their
own survival as well as that of their children.

A taut, compelling debut from an exciting new literary talent.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jesse Loncraine was born and grew up in London. Jesse studied
English Literature at Bristol, and later, Violence, Conflict and
Development at SOAS (The School of Oriental and African
Studies), with an emphasis on the Khmer Rouge trials in
Cambodia, and the prosecution of atrocity crimes. Since then he
has worked on documentaries, written and taught about the
International Criminal Court, been a landscape gardener in New
York, and worked in a bowling alley bar. Jesse has three short
stories published in The White Review, and lives and works in
California.

A powerful story of modern war and those who survive it

Agent Juliet Pickering

UKexCan Blue Mark Books April
2017

288 pages

IN THE FIELD
Jesse Loncraine
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Thriller

‘A strong choice for readers who enjoyed Paula Hawkins and Liane
Moriarty.’ — Library Journal

‘Macdonald toys with the reader, leading right then feinting left
with plot twists that genuinely surprise.’ — Kirkus Reviews

Four friends go to a remote cabin one summer. Only three return.

Life is good for university friends Sarah, Ruth, Charlotte, and Kathy:
exams are over and they’re escaping to a cabin by the Blue Pool.

But when Sarah disappears without a trace, life for the others will
never be the same again.

Twenty-five years later a man walks into a police station, claiming
to know about the missing girl. Suddenly, the three women — now
estranged – become suspects. Forced to revisit that horrifying
weekend, they must confront buried memories and decades-old
fears.

For not everything was as it seemed. And the greater the secret,
the deeper it lies…

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Born in Cork, Siobhan studied in Galway, worked as a technical
writer in Scotland for ten years, then in France, before returning to
Ireland. She lives in Limerick with her husband and two sons.

ALSO AVAILABLE
TWISTED RIVER (US: Viking, France: L’Archipel)

Unputdownable and unpredictable psychological thriller
perfect for fans of Mackintosh, Hawkins, and B A Paris

Agent Tom Witcomb

UkexCan Canelo 2016
UK Audio W F Howes

Germany Piper 2015

Option publishers
France L’Archipel

272 pages

THE BLUE POOL
Siobhan Macdonald
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Literary

Master storyteller Mda intertwines an unusual love story
with fascinating little-known history

‘Mda writes from the inside with a rare combination of passion and
truth that will connect with readers everywhere.’ — Booklist

Rickety old wanderer Malangana (‘Little Suns’) makes his way on
an epic mission, searching for his lost love Mthwakazi, a Bushman
healer who once tended his clan’s Queen. He was parted from her
during The Wars of Hope – the real-life 19th Century battles
between Xhosa tribes and British colonial rulers after the murder
of Magistrate Hamilton Hope. Decades later, as the trail goes hot
and cold, Malangana also tracks the history of his people’s
uprising, humiliation and exile.

After these frontier wars, Zakes Mda’s own ancestors were sent
into exile to Lesotho and in LITTLE SUNS he has drawn on published
history and the oral stories of family members and the region’s
praise poets, all blended with his uniquely vigorous prose,
historical insight and humour.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Zakes Mda divides his time between South Africa and the USA,
where he is professor of Creative Writing at Ohio University. He
was awarded the South African silver Order of Ikhamanga, for
excellence in Arts and Culture. His novels THE HEART OF REDNESS
and WAYS OF DYING are often cited as among South Africa’s Top
Ten classics and he has won many major prizes including the
Hurston/Wright Legacy Award, the Sunday Times Fiction Prize and
the Commonwealth Writer’s Prize, Africa. WAYS OF DYING is
optioned for film and THE WHALE CALLER is currently in production.

ALSO AVAILABLE
RACHEL’S BLUE, THE SCULPTORS OF MAPUNGUBWE, SOMETIMES
THERE IS A VOID (memoir), CION, THE WHALE CALLER, THE
MADONNA OF EXCELSIOR, THE HEART OF REDNESS, WAYS OF
DYING, SHE PLAYS WITH DARKNESS

Agent Isobel Dixon

SA Umuzi 2015

UK offer under negotiation

Zakes Mda has been
translated into 9 languages

268 pages

Zakes Mda
LITTLE SUNS
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Thriller

One of the great detectives of contemporary crime, Benny
Griessel, in a novel of humanity and driving power

Shortlisted for the CWA International Dagger 2016

‘Deon Meyer's name on the cover is a guarantee of crime writing at
its best.’ — Tess Gerritsen

‘Excellent… The richness of the characters, especially the  multi-
faceted Benny, elevates this above most contemporary  police
procedurals.’ — Publisher’s Weekly, Starred Review

'Deon Meyer has long been hailed as South Africa's greatest crime
writer. ICARUS places him firmly in the top international league.
It's the fifth, and best, of the Benny Griessel series.' — Sunday Times

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Winner of the Deutsche Krimi Preis 2009 for BLOOD SAFARI, Le
Grand Prix de Littérature Policière 2003 for DEAD BEFORE DYING
and Le Prix Mystère de la Critique 2004 for DEAD AT DAYBREAK.
THIRTEEN HOURS won the Barry Award in the Best Thriller category
2011; was shortlisted for the Macavity Award Best Mystery Novel
category 2011, and CWA International Dagger 2010.  CAPE TOWN,
the TV series based on DEAD BEFORE DYING and Mat Joubert has
been released in Germany and South Africa.

Deon Meyer is the Crime and Book Weeks Author in Holland, 2017.

Agent Isobel Dixon

UKexCan Hodder 2015
UK Audio Hodder 2015
US Grove Atlantic 2015
US Audio Highbridge

Afrikaans Human & Rousseau
Czech Moba | France Le Seuil
France audio Sixtrid
Germany Aufbau | Germany
audio Aufbau | Holland Bruna
Italy E/O | Norway Tiden
Norsk | Poland Sonia Draga
SA Audio NB Books | Spain
Salamandra | Sweden Weyler
Forlag

Option publishers
Estonia Varrak | Korea Book21

Translated into 27 languages

372 pages

Deon MeyerICARUS
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ALSO AVAILABLE
ICARUS, COBRA, 7 DAYS, TRACKERS, KAROO NIGHT (short
stories), THIRTEEN HOURS, BLOOD SAFARI, DEVIL’S PEAK, THE
HEART OF THE HUNTER, DEAD AT DAYBREAK, DEAD BEFORE
DYING

Thriller

Epic cinematic standalone from a master of suspense —
love, survival and betrayal in a world after ‘The Fever’.

South African #1 bestseller, more than 30,000 copies sold in
months.

Nico Storm and his father Willem drive a truck filled with essential
supplies through a desolate land. They are among the few in South
Africa — and the world, as far as they know — to have survived a
devastating virus. And after they have to fight off a marauding
pack of dogs and an even deadlier pack of men, Nico realises that
his superb marksmanship, steady hand and cool head mean he is
destined to be his father’s protector, though he is still only a boy.

But Willem Storm, though not a fighter, is both a thinker and a
leader, a wise and compassionate man with a vision for a new
community that survivors will rebuild from the ruins. And so
Amanzi is founded, drawing Storm’s ‘homeless and tempest-tost’
— starting with Melinda Swanevelder, who they rescue from brutal
thugs, Hennie Flaai, with his vital Cessna plane, Beryl Fortuin with
her ragtag group of orphans. And Domingo, the man with the
tattooed hand, who Nico knows immediately is someone you want
on your side. And then there is Sofia Bergman, the most beautiful
girl that Nico has ever seen, who changes everything.

Nico will find experience hardship and heartbreak and have his
loyalty tested to its limits as he undergoes an extraordinary rite of
passage in this new world. Looking back as he writes his memoirs,
he recounts the events that led to the greatest rupture of all  —
the murder of his father, and his search for the killer.

With his twelfth novel, internationally bestselling crime writer
Deon Meyer has delivered a gripping epic, a powerful story of
community and family, of loyalty and deceit. Like nothing else he
has written before, yet still with that consummate skill to make
you care about his characters, and to keep the pages turning,
breathless with anticipation — and surprise at its twists.

Agent Isobel Dixon

UKexCan Hodder March 2017
UK Audio Hodder March 2017
Afrikaans Human & Rousseau
2016
Holland Bruna 2017

Option publishers
US Grove Atlantic |Czech
Moba Estonia Varrak | France
Le Seuil | Germany Aufbau
Italy E/O |Korea Book21 |
Norway Tiden Norsk | Poland
Sonia Draga | Russia
Centrepolygraph
Spain Salamandra | Sweden
Weyler Forlag and more

Translated into 27 languages

170,000 words

Deon MeyerFEVER
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THE CHRISTMAS PROMISE
Contemporary

Agent Juliet Pickering

UKexCan Avon Dec 2016
UK Audio HarperCollins 2016

Denmark Bazar Forlag
Germany Fischer

354 pages

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Winner: Festival of Romance, Best Romantic Read Award 2011

‘A delight to read. Full of laughter and tears.’ — Katie Fforde

Sue is the award-winning author of nine commercial women’s
novels, and several novellas. Her most recent novel is THE WEDDING
PROPOSAL (Choc Lit, 2014), which was shortlisted for the Festival
of Romantic Fiction Romantic Novel of the Year Award. She also
teaches creative writing.

Ava Bliss is making hats in Camden: focusing on her business and
fresh out of a break-up, Ava is not looking for a new relationship.
But then she meets Sam, her best friend’s boss, who definitely
seems smitten with her, and who she keeps bumping into despite
her efforts to remain detached. When Sam commissions her to
make a very special hat for his seriously ill mother, and her
ex-boyfriend begins sending Ava threatening messages, Sam and
Ava must band together to get through the best and the worst of
times… ending with the best and worst of them all: Christmas.

A contemporary tale of romance, THE CHRISTMAS PROMISE is a
stylish and warmly funny take on friendship, family and love.

A festive, fun, modern tale of love and family

Sue Moorcroft

‘Sue Moorcroft shows herself yet again to be a master at drawing
and exploring the different kinds of relationships… Each character
is realistically and sympathetically portrayed so that their
relationships too are wholly believable and in no way clichéd…
Undoubtedly satisfying —  when you finish it, you’ll probably realise
there’s a smile on your face and you’re feeling nicely warm and
fuzzy —  it’s that kind of read.’ — Lucy Literati
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Sue Moorcroft

Agent Carole Blake/Louise
Brice

UKexCan Silverwood Books
2013
Audio Audible

PDFs available for all 4 novels,
270-320 pages

A narrative of empire and exile for fans of Robert Harris'
FATHERLAND and THE MAN IN THE HIGH CASTLE

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
A ‘Roman nut’ since age 11, Alison Morton has clambered over
sites  throughout Europe including the alma mater, Rome. But the
mosaics at Ampurias (Spain) started her wondering what a modern
society based on Roman values would be like if run by women…

Alison has worked in central government, the City of London, in
the voluntary and small business sectors, and latterly as a
translation company owner. Six years in a Territorial Army special
communications regiment gave her the opportunity to do all sorts
of exciting things no civilian would ever experience. She now lives
in France.

‘A taut, fast-paced thriller and I enjoyed it enormously. Rome,
guns and rebellion. Darkly gripping stuff.’ — Conn Iggulden,
author of the EMPEROR series

‘I thoroughly enjoyed this classy thriller’ — The Bookseller

New York, present day, alternate reality. Karen Brown, angry and
frightened after surviving a kidnap attempt, has a harsh choice —
being eliminated by government enforcer Jeffery Renschman or
fleeing to mysterious Roma Nova, her dead mother’s homeland in
Europe.

Founded sixteen centuries ago by Roman exiles and ruled now by
women, Roma Nova gives Karen safety, at a price, and a
ready-made family in a strange culture she often struggles with.
Just as she’s finding her feet, a shocking discovery about her new
lover, special forces officer Conrad Tellus, isolates her.

Four Roma Nova thrillers — INCEPTIO, PERFIDITAS, SUCCESSIO and
AURELIA — have been honoured with the B.R.A.G. Medallion, an
award for independent fiction that rejects 90% of its    applicants.
The first two books were finalists in Writing Magazine’s 2014
Self-Published Book of the Year Award and the last two selected
as Historical Novel Society’s indie Editor’s Choices and longlisted
for the HNS Annual Indie Award in 2015 and 2016 respectively.
Alison’s third book, SUCCESSIO, was featured as Editor’s Choice
in The Bookseller’s inaugural Indie Preview, December 2014.

Alison Morton
ROMA NOVA SERIES

Thriller
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THE DEVIL’S HIGHWAY
Literary

Gregory Norminton
One road. Three thousand years. A novel of elegy,
prophecy and great power

‘Whatever Gregory Norminton turns to next will be worth waiting
for’ wrote The Herald. Now Norminton returns with a passionate
tour de force combining elements of historical and speculative
fiction, in scintillating prose. One for fans of David Mitchell,
Margaret Atwood, Adam Thorpe and William Golding.

A Roman road, an Iron Age hill fort, a hand-carved flint, and a cycle
of violence that must be broken…. An ancient British boy,
discovering a terrorist plot, must betray his brother to save his
tribe. In the twenty-first century, two people – one traumatised by
war, another by divorce – clash over the meaning of a landscape. A
gang of feral children struggles to reach safety in a broken
landscape. THE DEVIL’S HIGHWAY is a vivid and deftly constructed
three-part novel, spanning three thousand years and charting the
many worlds of one place over generations. The title refers to the
Roman road of that name, with ‘Blueface’ set in ancient Britain as
the Roman occupier is consolidating his rule. ‘No Man’s Land’,
takes place on the same threatened heathland in 2011, while the
virtuoso third section, ‘The Heave’, is set centuries in the future,
with England now a burning desert, and civilisation regressed to
barbarism.

Readers who enjoyed Paul Kingsnorth’s THE WAKE or Russell
Hoban’s RIDDLEY WALKER will find much to admire in this epic tale
of love, loss, fanaticism, heroism and sacrifice. But THE DEVIL’S
HIGHWAY is uniquely affecting, an unforgettable and urgent new
work from a brilliant writer.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Gregory Norminton trained as an actor, and is the author of four
acclaimed novels published by Sceptre. His short stories have been
published widely and Comma Press will publish his first collection
THE GHOST WHO BLED in late 2016. He teaches creative writing and
English at Manchester Metropolitan University.

ALSO AVAILABLE
THE SHIP OF FOOLS, ARTS AND WONDERS, GHOST PORTRAIT,
SERIOUS THINGS, THE GHOST WHO BLED

Agent Isobel Dixon

On UK Submission

Option publishers
France Grasset

60,500 words
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THE MISSING WIFE
Contemporary

Sheila O’Flanagan
Bestseller from author whose books have sold over 6
million copies in English

It's the perfect marriage. Everyone says so, even her closest
friend. Really, as Vince has pointed out, many times, Imogen just
couldn't manage without him. And he's saved her from the family
that didn't love her.

Couldn't she? And has he?

There's only one way to find out. Imogen's on a journey in search
of herself. But her past is right on her heels...

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ex-bond dealer, financial journalist. With each new novel Sheila
breaks her record of weeks at No 1 in Ireland, and the top 5 UK
bestseller chart. Books ‘as necessary to women as chocolate and
just as addictive!’. She is now writing two more novels for Headline.

Winner: Irish Tatler Literary Woman of the Year Award.

ALSO AVAILABLE
20 novels and 3 short story collections including IF YOU WERE ME,
THINGS WE NEVER SAY and BETTER TOGETHER.

Her first YA novel was published in 2016, to be followed by her 2nd

in 2017.

Agent Carole Blake

UK+Can Headline 2016
UK Audio Headline 2016
US Little, Brown 2017
Germany Insel Verlag
Russia AST

Option Publishers
Estonia Varrak | Hungary
Alexandra | Poland Audio
Storyside | Sweden Pocket
Sweden Audio Storyside
Turkey Epsilon

Sheila O’Flanagan has been
translated into 15 languages

480 pages

‘A refreshing change from the usual stable of women’s
contemporary fiction.’ — Publishing News.
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RED EARTH
Thriller

Tony Park
An assassination, a stolen baby, a race to the death…

Durban, South Africa; a car is hijacked. The owner, Suzanne Fessey,
fights back and kills one thief. The other, wounded, escapes with
Suzanne’s baby on board.

In pursuit of the missing vehicle and baby are helicopter tracker
pilot Nia Carras and vulture researcher Mike Dunn, the only man
nearby on the ground who can follow the car. The police have
bigger problems; a bomb has gone off in Durban killing the US
Ambassador to South Africa and chaos reigns.

Two teenagers, Themba and Lerato are caught in the whirlwind;
the car thief is Themba’s cousin who forces Themba, former
hijacker-turned-model-student to be his getaway driver. Soon
Themba and Lerato find themselves on the run, with a baby,
through wild game reserves with Suzanne and a gang of heavily
armed men in pursuit.

Mike and Nia soon learn that Suzanne is much more than a worried
mother; she and her comrades will kill anyone who gets in their
way. They want a secret the baby is carrying and so does the CIA…
America’s war on terror has come to the kingdom of the Zulus and
the soil of Africa will once more turn red.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Tony Park has worked as a reporter and PR consultant and is also a
Major in the Australian Army Reserve, serving in Afghanistan in 2002.
Tony and his wife divide their time between Sydney and southern
Africa where they own a home near the Kruger National Park.

ALSO AVAILABLE
AN EMPTY COAST, THE HUNTER, THE PREY, DARK HEART, AFRICAN
DAWN, THE DELTA, IVORY, SILENT PREDATOR, SAFARI, AFRICAN
SKY, ZAMBEZI, FAR HORIZON.

Agent Isobel Dixon

UKexCan Macmillan 2017
ANZ Macmillan 2016
UKexCan Audio Bolinda 2015

Option Publishers
Bulgaria Art Eternal
Hungary Gold Book

Tony Park has been translated
into 8 languages

425 pages

Tony Park’s thrillers have sold more than 400,000 copies
worldwide. Macmillan UK have acquired his two newest titles.

Praise for THE DELTA:
‘A thriller that will make your heart race as you find yourself
immersed in the struggle for survival… a strong sense of place and
a furious pace’ — Library Journal, Starred Review

‘A thrill ride that won't disappoint’ — Kirkus, Starred Review
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Tony Park
BLOODY JANUARY

Taut, dark crime thriller set in Glasgow in 1973 - for fans
of Luther and William McIlvanney’s LAIDLAW books

When 18-year-old Tommy Malone shoots a young woman dead on
a busy Glasgow street, and then commits suicide, hard-drinking,
salt-of-the-earth cop, Harry McCoy knows it can’t be a random act
of violence. With a new partner in tow, McCoy uses his underworld
network to build a picture of a secret society run by Glasgow’s
wealthiest family. The son, Teddy, drugged young Tommy, and
convinced him it was his God-given task to kill the woman. Drugs,
sex, incest; every nefarious predilection is catered for, at the
expense of the lower echelon of society, an underclass that
includes McCoy’s best friend — drug-Tsar Stevie Cooper — and his
on-off girlfriend, a prostitute, Janey. But with McCoy’s boss,
Murray, calling off the hounds, and Murray’s boss threatening to
scupper the entire investigation, the Dunlops are apparently
untouchable. McCoy has other ideas.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Alan Parks was born in Scotland and attended The University of
Glasgow where he was awarded a M.A. in Moral Philosophy. He
still lives and works in the city as well as spending time in London.
He has spent most of his working life dealing with the production
of images for Musical Artists, as Creative Director at London
Records in the mid 1990’s then at Warner Music. From cover
artwork to videos to photo sessions, he created groundbreaking,
impactful campaigns for a wide range of artists including All
Saints, New Order, The Streets, Gnarls Barclay and Cee Lo Green.
He was also Managing Director of 679 Recordings, a joint venture
with Warner Music.

Agent Tom Witcomb

On UK Submission

81,381 words

Alan Parks

Crime

‘A brilliant debut. Taut, violent and as close as you'll get to 1970s
Glasgow without a Tardis. Parks is a natural successor to William
McIIvanney.' — John Niven, author of KILL YOUR FRIENDS
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Annie Robertson trained as a classical musician, then worked as PA
to an Oscar winner, an acclaimed artist, a PR mogul and a Beatle.
After several years of running errands for the rich and famous, she
went to medical school where, hiding novels in anatomy textbooks,
she discovered her true passion for writing, and went on to com-
plete a Creative Writing MA with distinction.

Agent Juliet Pickering

Czech Republic Albatros
Germany Blanvalet
Netherlands Singel
Uitgeverijen
Slovakia Albatros

Option Publishers
Italy Newton Compton

73,500 words

Annie Robertson
I HEART NORA

Contemporary

“Above all, be the heroine of your life, not the victim.”
— Nora Ephron

Nina, a thirty-something aspiring scriptwriter with a passion for
Nora Ephron, walks in on boyfriend, Will, in bed with another
woman. Left alone in the wreckage of their relationship, Nina seeks
solace in the rundown Brixton bookshop where she works with best
friend, Astrid. Stung by Will’s criticisms that her aspirations to live
the life of a Nora Ephron character leave her disconnected from
reality, and that her inability to see things through are partly to
blame for the demise of their relationship, Nina resolves to prove
him wrong and finally finish her screenplay for the sequel to ‘When
Harry Met Sally’.

In between writing, coaxing Astrid through a troubled marriage,
coping with parents in the midst of a mid-life crisis and duelling
with her older sister, Nina discovers that her script has been
optioned — and by the original team in Hollywood. Forgetting Will,
she realises that the only person she really has to prove anything
to, is herself. As she starts working with quirky fellow screenwriter,
Ben, Nina must decide whether to compromise her values in order
to get the film made, or to stay true to what she’s wanted all along
— for the film, and for herself. And as Nina and Nora know only too
well, love is never less than complicated.

I HEART NORA is not only a large helping of When Harry Met Sally,
but there’s a generous dash of a contemporary Bridget Jones and
Mhari McFarlane here too, making for an utterly irresistible read.

Irresistible read for fans of Nora Ephron and Bridget Jones
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Winner of the Francois Sommer Literary Prize 2015
Shortlisted Sunday Times Fiction Prize 2012 & M-Net Prize 2012

‘A gripping allegory, executed with wit, panache, and precision.’
— Neel Mukherjee

'I love Henrietta Rose-Innes’s work. With plotlines that are wittily
subversive and language that is whippet-lean, it is long overdue
for discovery by a wider readership.' — Patrick Gale

An elegant and evocative novel about people, place —  and pests
— by one of South Africa’s most exciting writers.

Katya Grubbs, like her father before her, deals in ‘the unlovely
and unloved’. Yet in contrast to her father, she is not in the
business of pest extermination, but pest relocation.

Katya’s unconventional approach brings her to the attention of a
property developer whose luxury estate on the fringes of Cape
Town, Nineveh, remains uninhabited thanks to an infestation of
mysterious insects. As Katya is drawn ever deeper into the chaotic
urban wilderness of Nineveh, she must confront unwelcome
intrusions from her own past.

Henrietta Rose-Innes
NINEVEH

Literary

A sly, surprising fable about the mysterious forces of
nature, love and memory

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
‘Rose-Innes writes an admirably taut clean prose.’ —  J M Coetzee

‘Writing as entertaining as it is subtle.’ —  Steven Amsterdam

Prize-winning author with degrees in archaeology and biology, and
an MA in Creative Writing from the University of Cape Town. She
has worked in publishing, script-writing and as a creative writing
teacher. Currently working towards a PhD in creative and critical
writing at University of East Anglia.

ALSO AVAILABLE
GREEN LION (to be published by Aardvark Bureau in 2017), HOM-
ING (Short Stories), THE ROCK ALPHABET, SHARK’S EGG.

Agent Isobel Dixon

UKexCan Aardvark Bureau Nov
2016
US Unnamed Press Nov 2016
SA Umuzi

France Editions Zoe 2015
Mexico Almadia

208 pages
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Historical

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Julian Stockwin joined a tough sea-training school at 14, followed
by the Royal Navy, transferring to the Royal Australian Navy when
his family emigrated. He saw service in the Far East, Antarctic,
South Seas and Vietnam, and was on board Melbourne at the time
of its disastrous peace time collision with Voyager. Later worked for
NATO on the strategic deployment of merchant shipping.

Shortlisted: Mountbatten Maritime Literary Award 2008.

Agent Carole Blake

WEL Allison & Busby 2016
UK audio WF Howes

Option publishers
Czech Brana

Julian Stockwin has been
translated into 6 languages

384 pages

The middle of the 13th Century: an envoy to China meets with an
English scholar in Oxford to share a deadly secret. They vow that
the knowledge of gunpowder must die with them. The
consequences otherwise are too terrible to contemplate.

THE POWDER OF DEATH is the story of its re-discovery, one man's
obsession with the powder of death, and Edward III's determination
to use it to his advantage. It takes us to the Battle of Crecy, the first
full-scale battle at which guns are deployed in the field. These new
and frightening weapons are about to change warfare forever. Once
the cannonball is out of the cannon, there’s no putting it back… This
is the death of chivalry.

New action-packed historical standalone from the author
of the KYDD series

Julian Stockwin MBE
THE POWDER OF DEATH

ALSO AVAILABLE
THE SILK TREE, a historical standalone exploring the discovery of
silk, published by Allison & Busby

KYDD series 1-17, the first series to highlight the common seaman
in the great age of fighting sail.
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Sarah Stovell
EXQUISITE

Literary/Thriller

Lara’s life is going nowhere. She lives in a grubby Brighton
flatshare with her deadbeat, stoner boyfriend. She has no job, no
money, no prospects. When her mother, with whom she had a
troubled relationship, dies, she applies to a writing retreat run by
legendary author Bo Luxon.

Bo is married, with kids, living off her novels in exquisite
Grasmere in the Lake District – but her life is not as perfect as it
seems. When Lara arrives at her course, her beauty and talent
knock Bo off her feet. The pair begin a fervent affair, which
comes to a head when Lara packs up her stuff and moves to
Grasmere.

Suddenly, Bo realises how much she stands to lose. She’s not going
to let Lara destroy that - and she’s prepared to go to dangerous
lengths to stop her. She accuses Lara of stalking, and that’s just
the start…

Driven by a dual first-person narrative, EXQUISITE is a
breathlessly pacy, relevant and original thriller, with a genuinely
astonishing twist that will have readers flipping back the pages to
see what they’ve missed.

HER meets CAROL in a moving yet tense psychological
thriller

Agent Hattie Grunewald

WEL Orenda June 2017

Ms available Oct 2016

70,000 words

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Sarah Stovell was born in 1977 and spent most of her life in the
Home Counties before a season working in a remote North
Yorkshire youth hostel made her realise she was a northerner at
heart. She now lives in Northumberland with her partner and two
children and lectures in Creative Writing at Lincoln University.

She is the author of MOTHERNIGHT (Snowbooks, 2008) and THE
NIGHT FLOWER (Tindal St Press, 2013). EXQUISITE is her first
thriller.
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Literary

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Award-winning, critically-acclaimed author of a prestigious body of
literary work.  Published in ten international markets, Ivan lives in
Johannesburg, where he is a Distinguished Professor in Creative
Writing at the University of the Witwatersrand. He has won and
been shortlisted for South Africa’s most prestigious prizes and was
awarded the Windham Campbell Prize 2015.

Agent Isobel Dixon

SA Random House 2004
US+Can Archipelago 2017

France Editions Zoe 2007
Germany Osburg 2016
Sweden Tranan 2012

Ivan Vladislavic has been
translated into 8 languages

201 pages

In four immaculate interconnected stories, portraits of ordinary,
middle-aged men drifting through the strange new landscapes of
post‐apartheid Johannesburg, Vladislavić creates a panorama of
the city to rival that of Carver’s Los Angeles in SHORT CUTS.

In ‘Villa Toscana’, Budlender the statistician clings on to what he
knows best —  statistics —  to prevent his life from unravelling.
‘Afritude Sauce’ follows an engineer’s paranoia-fuelled night out
with his business contacts in a society rife with undercurrents and
misunderstanding. In ‘Curiouser’ an artist who repurposes African
masks to suit his kitsch style holds a pool party where he reveals
more than he intends. And in ‘Crocodile Lodge’ a billboard installer
is so preoccupied with his attempts to demystify the modern world
that he finds himself in real peril.

Vladislavić invests these stories of deracinated and post‐modern
men with trademark clarity, humour, and a biting sense of loss. Yet
again he offers the reader an unforgettable view of a nation – and
humanity – in flux.

US publication of South African maestro’s deftly
interlocking stories

‘Mysterious, lyrical and wickedly funny. Vladislavić is one of the
most significant writers working in English today. Everyone should
read him.’ —  Katie Kitamura

‘Vladislavić is internationally recognized as one of South Africa’s
most significant living writers.’ — Kenyon Review

Ivan Vladislavić
THE EXPLODED VIEW

ALSO AVAILABLE
DOUBLE NEGATIVE, THE RESTLESS SUPERMARKET, 101 DETECTIVES
(all published by And Other Stories in the UK), A LABOUR OF MOLES,
FLASHBACK HOTEL (PROPAGANDA BY MONUMENTS & MISSING
PERSONS collected together), THE FOLLY, THE LOSS LIBRARY,
PORTRAIT WITH KEYS
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Literary

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
Conrad Williams

Insightful and witty novel about love and literary agenting

‘Like Martin Amis at his funniest’— Amanda Craig

‘Williams writes with easy grace and an evocative turn of
phrase…he is exceptionally perceptive.’ — Independent

‘UNFINISHED BUSINESS rivets as a fascinating intellectual duel
between an idealistic agent and a brilliant yet dysfunctional
writer…. An engrossing story reminiscent of John Irving’s THE
WORLD ACCORDING TO GARP.’ — Lou Aguilar, Miami Herald

Mike is a rising star in a distinguished literary agency.  He is a
passionate reader looking as much for the woman of his dreams as
the next great client.  But when a top author sacks him and his
love life implodes, Mike’s career goes flinging off the rails.
Seeking respite in the beautiful wilderness of the Black Mountains,
he is shaken to find his old flame Madelin has moved there, too,
with her difficult husband, Vince.

Vince is a prize-winning author with a bad dose of writer’s block;
and his family are suffering because of it.  Madelin soon lures Mike
into the role of marital go-between, earning Mike the trust of a
man he resents and the dependency of a woman in despair of her
marriage.  It is a volatile position that Mike only registers when a
leading agent suggests a plot to restore his fortunes.  Mike, it
seems, has inserted himself between rousing and unethical
opportunities, and it looks like love and achievement can be his at
last - if he is prepared to do the wrong thing, and do it ruthlessly.

A brilliantly entertaining and absorbing novel about passion and
compromise in work and love, and one man’s craving to be
wholehearted whatever the cost.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Born in Canada and educated at Bedales School and Trinity College,
Cambridge where he read English and Law. After qualifying as a
barrister and being called to the Bar (Middle Temple), he joined
Blake Friedmann as a media agent. He is married with two
daughters.

ALSO AVAILABLE
SEX AND GENIUS, THE CONCERT PIANIST

Agent Isobel Dixon

WEL Bloomsbury 2016

370 pages
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Feminism

Yomi Adegoke and Elizabeth Uviebinene

Agent Juliet Pickering

UK offers under negotiation

Proposal available

Simultaneously the love-child of Lena Dunham and LEAN IN, but
offering a unique perspective, SLAY IN YOUR LANE is for a new
generation of women of colour who want success in every area of
their lives: in the workplace, love, sex, representation, and more.
It’s about recognising and celebrating the strides women of colour
have made so far, inspiring those who want to follow them and
challenging complacency and status quo to forge a better, visible
future.

Infectiously smart, funny and furious, Yomi and Elizabeth are part
of the huge conversation online about inspirational books, and the
women that write them; for them, the question is: where is our
voice? Like all of us, they’re failing to see a prominent voice writing
a book for their peers, which rallies young women like them and
encourages them to be healthy, outspoken and ambitious.

SLAY IN YOUR LANE is the answer. Leading the reader from the end
of school to her early 30s, Yomi and Elizabeth jump into the
conversation on behalf of their friends and themselves, tackling
issues unique to being young, female and black.

An inspirational, important book for young women: had
nine publishers bidding at auction

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Yomi Adegoke writes for The Guardian, The Telegraph, The
Huffington Post, The Independent and The Debrief, amongst
others. She has been nominated for an Online Media Award, and
two Comment Awards. She has appeared on BBC Breakfast, London
Live, BBC Woman’s Hour, BBC Drivetime, Sky News and BBC Radio
4. Yomi currently works at Channel 4 as a producer.

Elizabeth Uviebinene is a Politics graduate from Warwick
University. After stints at Ernst & Young and Deutsche Bank,
Elizabeth now works at HSBC.

SLAY IN YOUR LANE
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Agent Carole Blake

UKexCan Weidenfeld 2017
Ukexcan audio Weidenfeld

Ms available  November
2016

Real stories of the rich American heiresses who married
impoverished, titled, landed gentry in Britain

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Anne is a well-known British writer with a long career in
journalism, most recently with the Daily Mail, for which she
contributes interviews, historical features and book reviews.

ALSO AVAILABLE: 1939: THE LAST SEASON, SOCIETY'S QUEEN:
THE LIFE OF EDITH, MARCHIONESS OF LONDONDERRY; THE
VICEROY'S DAUGHTERS, DIANA MOSLEY, DEBS AT WAR, THE
FISHING FLEET, MARGOT AT WAR

‘Anne de Courcy combines the perseverance of a social historian
with the panache of the novelist’ — The Times

THE HUSBAND HUNTERS opens up the glamour and gumption of
American women social climbing at the end of the nineteenth
century. Anne de Courcy paints society from a time when grand
family histories were purchasable at Tiffany & Co, Americans
could choose a name and coat of arms from a book of English
lineages, and American women crossed the Atlantic to marry into
English peerages. THE HUSBAND HUNTERS unravels the politics of
these women across ballroom floors, dressmakers’ shops and
altars. Amongst the jostling crowds of New York high society,
where exclusivity and appearances were everything, we meet
Tennessee Celeste Claflin, one of the first women stockbrokers,
and May Goelet, who made the journey to England and found an
entirely different kind of society waiting. Rich, competitive,
impeccable — these were the basic requirements of the women
looking to get by in high society. To succeed and rise, they had to
be even more enterprising. Many titled British families improved
their stately piles with American money.

Anne de Courcy
THE HUSBAND HUNTERS

History
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Agent Hattie Grunewald

UK+Can Piatkus June 2017
UK+Can audio Piatkus

66,000 words

Mental fitness workbook from life coach with 265,000
Pinterest followers

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Mark is a mental fitness trainer and human centered design
workshop facilitator based in Toronto. After recovering from
several mental illness diagnoses, he now focuses on leveraging
technology and design to help others navigate the complex
changes necessary to improve and maintain great mental health
and fitness.

He is the co-founder of the online mental health community,
EVERYBODY HAS A BRAIN, and he is a Stanford Medicine X ePatient
Scholar. Mark has over 16,000 social media followers, his Youtube
videos reach 24,000 viewers a month and his Pinterest board has
over 265,000 subscribers.

We all know we must workout our bodies if we are to stay fit. So
why do we not do the same with our minds?

In this book, Mark draws on mindfulness, cognitive behavioural
therapy and acceptance and commitment therapy to provide
twenty simple exercises that can help us all improve our mental
fitness. Each chapter ends with a simple exercise geared towards
helping the reader develop a skill: from applying mindfulness to
everyday activities like brushing one’s teeth and resisting daily
compulsions such as the urge to check your phone, to much broader
goals such as establishing your values and practising gratitude and
compassion.

Combining practical advice with warmth, personal experience and
a sense of humour, this is the perfect beginner’s guide to building
emotional health.

With illustrations by the author, whose drawings on Pinterest have
attracted over 265,000 followers.

Mark Freeman
THE MIND WORKOUT

Personal Development

20 Simple Steps to Improve Your Emotional Fitness
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Agent Isobel Dixon

UKexCan Virago 2017

Option Publishers
China Shanghai Literature & Art
Publishing House | Italy Fazi
Turkey Alfa

Proposal available

Ms available February 2017

Lyndall Gordon
A VOICE OF HER OWN:

History

Scintillating exploration of darkness and creative
illumination in the lives of five great women writers

‘A rare phenomenon: a biographer whose preoccupations and
authorial career reveal a flowering towards imaginative truth.’ —
Candia McWilliam

Gordon turns her sharp investigative eye and intuitive ear to the
lives and words of five extraordinary women who chose to live at
the margins, and in so doing claimed their creative power. Mary
Shelley, George Eliot, Emily Brontë, Olive Schreiner and Virginia
Woolf all stepped outside the bounds of propriety, challenging
social norms and enduring scorn and rejection as a result.

Lyndall Gordon tracks the play of creativity of shadow in their
lives, and how individual literary brilliance grew from these dark
times. In five riveting chapters – ‘Prodigy’ (Shelley), ‘Visionary’
(Brontë), ‘Outlaw’ (Eliot), ‘Dreamer’ (Schreiner), and ‘Explorer’
(Woolf) – this master biographer casts a beam on formative
stretches of experience where each outsider found an authentic
voice that was to resonate, sooner or later, in the public ear.
Although social convention meant that four of the five writers did
not initially publish under their own names, their powerful words
now resonate down the centuries.

A VOICE OF HER OWN will be published in summer 2017, ahead of
four significant centenaries for its subjects. 2018 is the
bicentenary of Emily Brontë’s birth and of the publication of Mary
Shelley’s FRANKENSTEIN, the genesis of which looms large in the
first section of the book. 2019 marks the bicentenary of George
Eliot’s birth and 2020 the centenary of Olive Schreiner’s death.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lyndall Gordon lives in Oxford. Her ability to make her subjects
come vividly to life has won her many awards, including the
Cheltenham Prize and the James Tait Black Prize. She has been
longlisted for the Duff Cooper Prize, and the Comisso Prize in Italy
for her Emily Dickinson biography, LIVES LIKE LOADED GUNS.

ALSO AVAILABLE
DIVIDED LIVES, A PRIVATE LIFE OF HENRY JAMES, T.S. ELIOT: AN
IMPERFECT LIFE, LIVES LIKE LOADED GUNS: EMILY DICKINSON AND
HER FAMILY’S FEUDS, CHARLOTTE BRONTE: A PASSIONATE LIFE,
VINDICATION: A LIFE OF MARY WOLLSTONECRAFT, VIRGINIA
WOOLF: A WRITER’S LIFE, ELIOT’S NEW LIFE, ELIOT’S EARLY YEARS

Five Extraordinary Women Writers
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Agent Isobel Dixon

Offers under negotiation

70,000 words

Sisonke Msimang
ALWAYS ANOTHER COUNTRY
Memoir

Inspiring memoir of an extraordinary global life, introducing
a bold new voice on feminism, race, politics and Africa

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
The child of prominent political exiles during South Africa’s
apartheid era, Sisonke Msimang was born in Swaziland and raised in
Zambia, Kenya and Canada, before going to the US as an
undergraduate. Her family returned to South Africa after the
release of Nelson Mandela in the early 1990s. She has a Master’s
Degree in Political Science from the University of Cape Town, is a
Yale World Fellow, an Aspen New Voices Fellow, and Ruth First
Fellow at the University of Witwatersrand in Johannesburg. She has
written for the The New York Times, The Guardian, Newsweek, The
Christian Science Monitor, and has been cited and contributed
commentary for Time, Al Jazeera, and the BBC. She has told stories
at The Moth, and is scheduled to do a TED Women Talk in October
2016.

A memoir of soul and survival, of a young girl’s search for her place
in the world. Bolstered always by the loving heart of family, first
against implacable political forces and then individual heartbreak,
Sisonke tells the story of a young woman making her peace with a
country still in search of its identity in the shadow of apartheid.
Insightful, angry, hopeful, Sisonke Msimang is a strong new voice, in
the tradition of Arundathi Roy and Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie.

Sisonke shares stories of growing up in post-colonial Africa in a
family of political exiles — from Zambia to Kenya to Canada and
beyond. Sisonke comes of age and finds her way home – to a free
and democratic South Africa — then paints a moving picture of
growing disillusionment as crime, racism and xenophobia threaten
to shatter her family’s dreams of freedom.

Sisonke Msimang’s international childhood prepared her to be a
global citizen and an eloquent warrior for social justice, while her
experience as a journalist and incisive political analyst makes her
vision wider but she also has a fiction writer’s gift for vivid
characterisation and dialogue, and warm, honest and wise voice.

ALWAYS ANOTHER COUNTRY is moving and relevant, sometimes as
much generous manifesto as memoir, following the journey of a girl
becoming a woman, a feminist, a campaigner, a mother and a
writer. Rights are already eagerly sought after in South Africa, but
this global citizen’s story will travel much further.
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Agent Juliet Pickering

UKexCan Orion 2015
UK Audio Audible 2015

France Marabout
Iceland Bokstafur
Korea Changbi
Spain Libros de Seda
Sweden Ordfront

277 pages

A funny, relatable and essential read for a new generation
of young women

‘Top 10 books for International Women’s Day’ in the Independent

‘The blogger and columnist, who is emerging as one of the leading
lights of the new feminism, uses anecdotes from her own life —
from “cross-dressing to pube-growing and full-body waxing” – to
illuminate some of the dos and don’ts for women trying to set
themselves free from gender stereotypes.’ — The Guardian

'O'Toole is phenomenally good company… GIRLS WILL BE GIRLS is
an entertaining book that makes you question the conventions of
gender. I expect it will attract comparisons with Caitlin Moran's
HOW TO BE A WOMAN. Like Moran's work, I wish it could be handed
out to every teenage girl as a self-esteem booster.' — Rosamund
Urwin, Evening Standard

‘Chatty and funny and likeable, as much as the author herself
seems to be’ — Eithne Tynan, Mail on Sunday

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
An Irish theatre scholar and writer, Emer contributes to the
Guardian, blogs for the popular feminist site Vagenda, and works
in Canada.

Emer is now writing her second book, for publication by Orion in
2018, HAPPY FAMILIES: a lively investigation into the conventions
of family and how these are being subverted and changed.

What to do when you’ve decided to embrace body politics but have
only Cosmopolitan  and HOW TO BE A WOMAN to draw on? Emer
decided to encourage young women to explore the issues
surrounding their gender, and to face them with confidence. Funny
and easy to read, but with a deeply serious point driving the
narrative; for fans of Caitlin Moran and Lena Dunham. No one is
better placed than Emer to persuade her peers to think about
taking control of their bodies and their brains.

Emer O’Toole
GIRLS WILL BE GIRLS

Feminism
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MAN UP: Surviving Modern Masculinity
Jack Urwin

Agent Juliet Pickering

UKexCan Icon Books 2016
WEL unabr Audio Audible

Germany Editions Nautilus

237 pages

Important, timely book about ‘being a man’, from an
exciting new voice

‘Jack Urwin writes like he speaks: accessible, funny, and
interesting. His article got people talking and now, almost two
years on, he is right in thinking that the time for a big discussion
about masculinity has arrived.’ — The Telegraph

‘Men have lauded MAN UP as something bold and new.’ — Guardian

MAN UP is a wry, thoughtful exploration into the effects of
masculinity and the toll these take on society. Influenced by,
among other things, his own father's premature death, MAN UP
expands on the themes of Jack's essay ‘A Stiff Upper Lip Is Killing
British Men’, one of VICE's most shared articles globally in 2014.

From the mob mentality displayed at football matches and in FIGHT
CLUB, to our grandfathers returning from a devastating World War,
unequipped with the skills to talk about it and often discouraged
from doing so, MAN UP will look closely at why we have perpetuated
the myth of masculinity, and how we can challenge and change it.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jack Urwin was born in Loughborough in 1992 and moved to London
at 18 to study journalism. He spent several years working as a
music publicist on campaigns for a variety of major and
independent labels.

Jack contributes to a number of music publications, humour sites
and magazines including McSweeney's and VICE. His work has
covered a range of issues such as politics, mental health and
gender, and has drawn praise from the likes of Irvine Welsh.

Gender/Pop Culture
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History

SHAKESPEARE IN SWAHILILAND
Edward Wilson-Lee

Agent Isobel Dixon

UK+Can William Collins 2016
UK+Can audio William Collins
US FSG 2016

Germany Btb Verlag 2017

304 pages

One of The Bookseller’s Top 6 Shakespeare picks 2016, by
an engaging new voice in historical narrative non-fiction.

Highlighted in previews of the most significant Shakespeare books
in The Times, The Financial Times and The Wall Street Journal.

'An enjoyable story full of history and valuable insight, told by a
man whose prose is so well crafted that the reader will feel as if
he/she was on the road with Edward Wilson-Lee while he was
doing his research.' — The Roanoke Times

‘Vivid and full of insights' — The Independent

Shakespeare’s plays were carried into the lake regions by the
explorers Burton and Stanley, performed in Mombasa by travelling
Indian troupes, read by the Happy Valley Set and the first African
revolutionaries, translated by the first President of Tanzania, and
read by boy soldiers in the Sudanese civil wars. One of the first
books printed in Swahili, on the island of Zanzibar in 1867, was a
translation of Charles and Mary Lamb’s Tales from Shakespeare.
Starting from there, Wilson-Lee uncovers extraordinary stories in
which explorers, railway labourers, émigrés, freedom fighters,
and pioneering African leaders made Shakespeare their own.

Following these stories, Edward returns to the area where he grew
up, digging through archives and meeting some of the few
remaining witnesses to a rapidly disappearing world.
SHAKESPEARE IN SWAHILILAND is a travelogue, a memoir, a satire,
an ode to Shakespeare, and a potted history of a region which
combines breath-taking beauty and cultural riches with the
heartache of injustice, violence and poverty.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Raised in Kenya, in a family of wildlife conservationists and
filmmakers, Edward Wilson-Lee now teaches  English Literature at
Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge. He has won prestigious
research grants from Cambridge University and the British
Academy, and is writing his second book, THE CATALOGUE OF
SHIPWRECKED BOOKS: Columbus' Son and the Quest for a
Universal Library, UK rights contracted to William Collins,
delivery Summer 2017 .

Adventures with the Ever-Living Poet
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Agent Hattie Grunewald

UkexCan Atom 2017

Italy Fabbri February 2017

70,000 words ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Rebecca is 39 years old, lives in Hackney with a one year old, a
trumpet, 2 guitars, a keyboard, and several vintage computer game
consoles. She spent her career travelling the world making Music
TV for MTV and Channel 4, and wrangling young adult audiences for
the BBC and ITV. She’s worked with Iggy Pop, MIA, Kaiser Chiefs,
Sonic Youth, Jack White, Dirty Pretty Things, The Klaxons and the
Magic Numbers to name just a few.

She is now writing her second novel.

THIS BEATS PERFECT
Rebecca Denton

Fresh YA debut; Rainbow Rowell’s FANGIRL with One
Direction, in a classic Girl meets Boy story

Atom will publish as a superlead title in February 2017.

Amelie Ayres has impeccable taste in music. Bowie. Bush. Bob. So
when she finds herself backstage at The Keep’s only UK gig she
expects to hate it; after all they are world’s most tragic band. In
fact she feels a grudging respect – not (obviously) for their music,
but for the work that goes in to making them megastars. And when
lead singer, ‘Maxx’, is not dressed up as a cross between Elvis and
a My Little Pony, he is actually rather normal, talented and has
creative struggles not too dissimilar to her own.

But the next morning she wakes up rolls over and discovers a
million new @’s on social media. Overnight a photo of her
backstage has made her a subject of global speculation. Suddenly
the world needs to know  #Who’sThatGirl? — but for all the wrong
reasons.

All Amelie wants is to play her music. She’s got the guitar, the
songs, the soul and, in the safety of her bedroom, she’s got the
voice. But when it comes to getting up on stage, she struggles with
self-doubt.

Immaculate’s a concept. Flawless is fake. But just sometimes
music – and hearts — can rock a perfect beat.

Contemporary YA
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Agent Carole Blake

UKexCan Hodder 2016
WEL Audio Audible

318 pages

Classic middle-grade fantasy from bestselling novelist

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
6 million copies in print in UK alone for her Women’s Fiction.
Ex-bond dealer, financial journalist. With each new novel she
breaks her record of weeks at No 1 in Ireland, and in the top 5 UK
bestseller chart. Books ‘as necessary to women as chocolate and
just as addictive!’ Recipient of prestigious Irish Tatler Literary
Woman of the Year Award. Now writing the sequel to THE
CRYSTAL RUN.

Lead hardback title for Hodder Children’s, their only hardback
debut publication in 2016.

A tightly-plotted brilliantly imagined world, in the vein of Suzanne
Collins, Philip Pullman, Corneila Funke and Susan Cooper.

When Joe flees school bullies and finds himself in another
world, he must team up with Kaia to save her civilisation. Kaia is
a Runner, one of three teenagers tasked with transporting the
crystals that power a shield to keep her country, Carcassia, safe
from the warlike people of Kanabia. Travelling into enemy
territory, Joe has to come to terms with this new world, his
feelings for Kaia, and that all may not be as it seems with the
Runner’s task.

Sheila O’Flanagan
THE CRYSTAL RUN

Fantasy
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LITERARY HIGHLIGHTS
Tatamkhulu Afrika: BITTER EDEN                                                                                 id
‘This book will haunt you’ Andre Aciman. ‘Powerful, melodic, urgent, honest’ Elizabeth
Gilbert. ‘As beautiful as it is heartbreaking’ NPR. Unforgettable story of men as soldiers,
friends, lovers, imprisoned by more than the harsh life of WWII POW camps. US: Picador;
Italy: Playground; France: Presses de la Cité. UK: Blue Mark Books, Autumn 2016.

Dominique Botha: FALSE RIVER id
Powerful autobiographical debut set in apartheid’s dying days, vividly tracking a rural child-
hood and sibling love and loss, as a brilliant brother’s life unravels. With echoes of Alexandra
Fuller and Anne Michaels, written in both English and Afrikaans by the author, it swept the
board of prizes in South Africa. SA: Umuzi; France: Actes Sud.

George Makana Clark: THE RAW MAN id
‘The most overwhelming novel I've read in years, a wonderful, poetic voice, at once fantastic
and realistic.’ Alain Mabanckou. A remarkable debut in which a young man who has the gift,
or curse, of being a ‘blood reader’, struggles to unravel his family’s secrets and grapples
with his own troubled past. An O. Henry winner, George’s latest short story has been
published by Granta in 2016. UK: Cape; France: Anne Carriere.

Janice Galloway: THE TRICK IS TO KEEP BREATHING  jp
Award-winning author, with a much translated, much-admired body of work. Voted a Top 10
Scottish Novel in 2013, in print for 25 years. ‘A searing portrait of a mind in crisis’ The
Scotsman, ‘Tristram Shandy as rewritten by Sylvia Plath’ New York Times. UK: Vintage; US:
Dalkey Archive Press; France: Cambourakis; Slovenia: Belatrina; Turkey: Encore. Granta to
publish new novel ANGELO in 2015. Also available: JELLY FISH, CLARA, FOREIGN PARTS, THIS
IS NOT ABOUT ME, ALL MADE UP, WHERE YOU FIND IT, BLOOD.

Etienne van Heerden: IN LOVE’S PLACE  id
A city art dealer post-heart bypass, leading a double life. A young girl with a rare musical
gift and the lost violin that connects their very different worlds. Superb reviews: ‘a
formidable symphony’ Cape Times. SA: Penguin; Afrikaans: Tafelberg. Also available: THIRTY
NIGHTS IN AMSTERDAM, THE LONG SILENCE OF MARIO SALVIATI, LEAP YEAR, ANCESTRAL
VOICES.

Kerry Hudson: THIRST  jp
Winner of the Prix Femina Etranger 2015 and French bestseller; shortlisted for Strega Prize.
Bruised love story in East London & Russia, from author of TONY HOGAN BOUGHT ME AN
ICE CREAM FLOAT BEFORE HE STOLE MY MA (Chatto) shortlisted for 8 awards, winner of
Scottish First Book. Incredible media response to both books. ‘Tremendously affecting’
Metro. UK: Chatto; France: Philippe Rey; Italy: Minimum Fax.

Cormac James: THE SURFACING  id
‘Hypnotic and acutely piercing’ Colum McCann. ‘Haunting’ Mail on Sunday. ‘Extraordinary’
John Boyne. 1850: A pregnant stowaway on a ship heading into the Arctic ice, a conflicted
man, a stunning novel of survival. UK: Sandstone; US: Bellevue Literary Press; ANZ: Text;
Slovakia: Artforum; Romania: Univers; Holland: De Arbeiderspers. Translation grants from
Irish Literature Exchange possible.
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Manu Joseph: THE ILLICIT HAPPINESS OF OTHER PEOPLE id
A father searches Madras for clues to the tragedy that befell his son. Tender, funny,
enlightening. UK: John Murray; US: Norton; Canada: HarperCollins; France: Philippe Rey;
Germany: Beck; Holland: Podium; India: HarperCollins. Also available: SERIOUS MEN
(Shortlisted for Man Asian & Commonwealth Prize, 12 countries sold).

Christopher Nicholson: WINTER id
‘Moving, gripping & illuminating’ David Lodge. ‘Absolutely first-rate, one of the best Fa-
mous Writer Novels’ Alison Lurie, NYRB. The story of Thomas Hardy’s late life and his last
muse, told in 3 voices: the celebrated author; his second wife; and the young beauty Har-
dy is infatuated with. UK: 4th Estate; US: Europa; France: Table Ronde. Radio adaptation
on BBC Radio 4, stage rights sold. Also available: THE ELEPHANT KEEPER

Marlene van Niekerk: AGAAT  id
Man Booker International shortlisted author of “two immense masterpieces”. Charts com-
plex relationship between a white woman and her ‘coloured’ maid. ‘Mesmerizing…brilliant.’
Toni Morrison. Film rights sold, Swedish #1 for 8 weeks. UK: Little Brown; US: Tin House;
Holland: Querido; Italy: Neri Pozza; Germany: btb; France: Gallimard;  Norway: Press;
Sweden: Svante Weyler; SA: Jonathan Ball. Also available: TRIOMF.

Lawrence Norfolk: JOHN SATURNALL’S FEAST cb
A love affair in a manor house isolated by the English Civil War. Sensuous prose with food
and cooking woven into the story. UK, US & German editions have different, original,
illustrations in each chapter. Amazing reviews. UK: Bloomsbury and 13 countries including
US: Grove Atlantic; France: Grasset; Brazil: Bertrand; Germany: Knaus etc. Also available:
IN THE SHAPE OF A BOAR, THE POPE’S RHINOCEROS, LEMPRIERE’S DICTIONARY.

Joseph O’Connor: THE THRILL OF IT ALL  cb
His first contemporary novel for 15 years. A successful rock group formed at university, broke
up in acrimony 20 years ago. A reunion concert forces them to face their demons, and their
changed lives. Pathos and humour, and suffused with music. UK: Secker; Holland, Ambo
Anthos; France, Phebus; Italy: Guanda; Germany: Fischer; Czech: Mlada Fronta. Also
available: GHOST LIGHT, REDEMPTION FALLS, STAR OF THE SEA + 6 other titles.

Benjamin Johncock: THE LAST PILOT JP
Winner: Authors' Club Best First Novel. Stunning evocation of astronaut, Jim Harrison, in
1950/60s Space Race, and excitement of flying to space paralleled alongside personal
tragedy wrought upon Jim, Grace & their marriage. "Supercharged Hemingway at 70,000
feet" Washington Post "Gripping debut explores inner life of a national hero and asks what
it is to be courageous in face of unthinkable loss." Publishers Weekly US: Picador (at
auction) UK: Myriad; July 2015.

Edward Beauclerk Maurice: THE LAST OF THE GENTLEMAN ADVENTURERS id
‘This 90-year-old Englishman's memoir of going to live with the Inuit at 16 reads like the
most riveting novel.’ Anne Tyler; 'Beautifully written' Sir Ranulph Fiennes. UK: 4th Estate;
US: Houghton Mifflin; Israel: Keter. Film option to prizewinning Noor Pictures.

Monique Roffey: THE WHITE WOMAN ON THE GREEN BICYCLE id
Shortlisted for the Orange Prize. The story of a marriage and a country, remarkably told. ‘A
bruised, sensuous love-letter to Trinidad.' Maggie Gee. ‘Vibrant, provocative, satisfying’
Suzanne Berne UK: Scribner; US: Viking, ANZ: Penguin, Romania, Turkey, Poland sold. Also
available: THE TRYST, HOUSE OF ASHES, ARCHIPELAGO, SUN DOG.


